540                    COMPLETE  SPECIFICATIONS,
volved in felling trees, hauling and rafting logs, and the like, this sort of knowledge not being common to the ordinary citizen who lives apart from such industries. Such a person would be allowed to express an opinion in court on a stated hypothetical case involving these matters, while the most highly trained Civil Engineer, without this practical knowledge, would probably not be able to qualify as an expert witness in such a case. He might reason that his theoretical scientific knowledge would enable him to form a reliable opinion in these matters, but probably no court would admit it.
Unless one can feel great assurance that the "opinions'* he will express have substantially the iveight of "facts" he should not offer himself as an expert witness. A feeling that his opinions are highly probable merely should not embolden him to offer them, except as mere probabilities. If his opinions have, in his mind, the weight of facts, he should be able to give good reasons therefor, and he should fully prepare himself to do so. He should not rely merely on theoretical considerations if it is possible to obtain demonstrated facts, and these facts should have come within the range of his own experience.
RESPONSIBILITIES ASSUMED.
An expert witness assumes very grave responsibilities. If he proves unworthy, either through incompetence, or evident bias, or confusion, or self-contradiction, or by being shown by the opposing side to be clearly in the wrong, lie not only brings chagrin and loss of reputation upon himself, but he fatally injures the cause'he has tried to help, and lie lias brought reproach upon his entire profession. It is not a very comfortable business at best, and unless one feels that he is clearly master of the situation he should not accept service in this capacity.
EXPERT   WiTNHSSKS   IN   JtAI)  ODOR.
No good lawyer will employ an export witness if he ran avoid it. He more often employs expert counsel. He \ve!I knows that courts and juries are always suspicious of tin* s»»-called "experts," and are prejudiced against them. Fnr this reason the expert witness should spare no pains tu secure the good opinion of both court and jury from the innmrnt he. takes the stand. He should assume ami maintain a calm, judicial disinterested attitude; he should answer with great deliberation and caution; should not allow himself fu gd excited.or eon-fused; ami he should never resent a provoking attitude an-! manner of the opposing counsel on the cross examination. His own counsel should protect him from outrageous treatment, but if he does not the witness may calmly appeal to the judge for such protection. The witness should not try to conceal his

